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Errors of workerism
Workerism is an ideology that has existed at different times
in different parts of the world. In the late 19th century and
early 20th century, workerism was one of the false
approaches that the new, internationel workers' movement
h6d to deal with llI1d criticise. There were mllllY important
debales within workers' parties, tr6de unions and later with
national liberation movements concerning workerlsm. We In
South Africa can learn a great deal from a study of these
historical criticisms. In this article we will be more
concerned with locel versions of workerism.
As the name shows, workerism concentrates more or less

narrowly on the working class.
Workerism correctly states that this class is the most
progressive class in capitalist societies. But workerism then
clings to this truth in a very mechllllical, one-sided Wflol.
Depending on the time or place, workerism has some or all of
the following featuras. In the first place workerism is
suspicious of all issues that are not "pure" working class
issues. What is more, workerism tends to hllVe a very narrow
idea of working class concerns.
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It tends to think. mainly of f~ory base:! struooles over w~
and work.ing conditions. These are the really important
problems for work.erism. Insofar as other issues, beyond the
. point of procluction (beyond the factory) are tak.en up, these
are seen as secondary matters. This means that work.erism
tends to under-rate the very important struoole for state
power. By state power we mean control over the police,
army, courts, par liament and administration.
Work.erism also tends to be highly suspicious of any k.ind of
popular alliance; and of any struoole that involves more than
just the work.ing class. In fact nowhere in the world has the
working class achieved victory without large numbers of
IIllies lImong other groups. Where the working class hllS won
power, it has always had to fight against the ideology of
workerism, which seeks to isolate the workers. Despite this
history, lind despite many examples of its weak.nesses,
workerism still lifts its head from time to time.
In the last 10 to 15 years we hllVe seen the emergence of a
fairly strong workerist current in South Africa. Before we
look more closely at this tendency, we need to understand the
particular, historical conditions that made this development
possible.

It WllS the progressive trade unions that were the first
genuine mass-base:!, progressive organisations to emerge in
South Africa lifter the terrible repression of the 1960's.
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The beginnings of this re-emergence dllte bflCk to 1973. In
that year a 100 000 worl.:ers went on stril.:e in the Durban
area. This WfNe of strll.:es set the ~. Unions began to reemerge over the next years In all the major urban centres.
The main participants In these developments were:
1. The worl.:ers themselves;
•
2. Veteran worl.:er leaders from the earlier &.CTU perloo
some of whom at that time had recently been released
from political imprisonment;.
3. Young intellectuals, many (but not all) white,
coming from the universities.
In considering the development of worl.:erism, this third
group needs to be 1001.:00 at more closely. These young
intellectuals made an important contribution in the early
years of rebuilding progressive trade unions. They assisted
with lKIvice, research, resources and organisational sl.:ll1s.
The ideological blK:l.:ground of many of these intellectuals was
an "8C8lemic" or "legel marxism". This brand of "marxism"
had been learnt from university booI:s, llnd not been
sharpened and tested in mass struggle. (Of course this was not
the fault of the intellectuals in Question. It was not 88'ir'! for
them to. develop progressive ideas, except through small
reooing groups in the hetNy repression of the early
1970's).This "8C8lemic marxism" was very European in
charlK:ter. It was not rooted in the South African struggle.
Lool.:ing blK:l.:, one person from that time has said: '" reoo
many thicl.: marxist bool<s. They were about Britain and
France. I I.:new all about difficult economic theories before I
had even heard about the Freedom Charter, or of &.CTU's
pound-a-d!rt campaign of the 1950's."
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mass union orQ8l1i96tion grew in the 16le 1970's some
intelle:tuals in this group changed and deepenoo their outlook.
They C8IT1e to understand the history of our strtJgjle, its
traditions, and its strategies and tactics. But the outlook of
some others continued to be heavily mar\:. ססby their
university b5;kground It W!lS this 1!lSl group that bet'8me the
most active ideologists of workerism.

k,

•

A number of lEbates happenoo in the mid 1970'5 in and
around the new tra unions. One lEbate concerned the
question of tra unions and political involvemenl Some
argued thet the re- emerged tra unions should not get
involvoo in politics. They Sllid that tra unions' best chance
of survival and of growth W9S to concentr6le narrowly on
laboUr issues.
.
We must remember in this perilXl of the early 1970's, the
apartheid regime and the bosses were !):ling all out to smesh
the new emerging tra unions. They were trying to Impose
instaOO dummy lieson committees. At this time, the
progressive tra unions were quite small and inexperienced.
After the massive country wilE struggles 1976-1977. the
l!P8I'theid l)'Vernment retreatoo on the tra union front. The
l)'Vernment and the bosses were scaroo that the popular
militancy, espe:la11y of the youth, would "Infe:t" the new
tra union movement.
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The ruling clllSS 8lIllnmned the lill90ll committees end went for
a different epprOldl. They d8cilEd to rlm]liS8 the new trlllB
unions, end in this WfJI they hoped to tame them. They hoped
that by rlm]lising the trlllB unions it would keap them free
from politics.
In fact, this new approach did not really work. Instead it mlllB
alot more space for pro;resslve tr80l union work. It wes, In
practice, an important victory for the South African working
clllSS end its organisations.
For some workerists, this victory wes SBBIles e Victory for
the stratBl1f of narrow tr80l union work, by slowly pushing
back the pernment end bosses by the careful building of
tr80l union structures, end by not gelting involved in
·political adventures·. Of course whet ~ment this
completely i!JlOf"8S is the mllSSive effect that the 1976-77
uprisings had on forcing the epertheid pernment end bosses
beck Into making some reforms. Over 1000 paJllle, mostly
students end young workers. died in the strlJl1,lles of
1976-77. The emeroing tra union movement is one of the
living monuments to these metyrs.
This newly opened space on the labour front wes used
effectively by the workers end their tra union leadership.
By 1979. a new national tra union fBdaration, FOSATU. wes
leuoched. Alongside fOSATU, SMWU end many other tra
unions also 'TfJN in strength.
The main feature of this short background history is that the
working class movement re-emerged largely es a tra union
movement.

•
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This happened in a situation where there was little, if any.
open mass-based political organisations in the people's camp.
It was only in the eerly 1980's that progressive civics,
youth congresses and women's organisations began to emerge.
It was only in August 1983, with the launCh of the UDF, that
a truly national, political voice existed at an open level. By
this st8rJ3, the re-emerged tr~ union movement had been in
existence for some 10 veers. It was in this situation, with a
labour movement operating more or less independently of
mass political stru(1,jle, that workerism developed.

A word of warning before we look more closely at the details
of workerism. Too often we use the words "populism" and
"workerism" as loose, sectarian slogans. Too often we label
someone, or some (JrOUp or organisation "workerist" and then
we imegine we can dismiss them. But this is not so.
In f8:t, individuals and organisattons with workerlst
tendencies heve m~ contributions to our stru(1,jle in the lest
15 years. In criticising the errors of workerism , we must
also learn what we can from the strong points in theory and
in organisation of those who have workerist tendencies. We
must seek to win them over to our positton.
It is also important to note that when we use the word
"tendency", we mean eX8:t1y that. Tooay you wlll find only a
few pUre workerists. Butyou will lind the outlook and errors
of workerism creeping irtas8 tendency in Quite a few pl8:8S.
Our own UDF ranks have not been free of workerist
tendencies.
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There h8Ve been three broed forms of workerism in South
Africa over the last 15 years.
•

1.

We h8Ve alr~ spoken of 1973 and the debates that
surrounded the new trlD! unions. The debates were whether
the unions should get involved in politics. Some, but not all
intellectuels associated with trlD! unions argued that the
unions should not get involved. Oenerally, at this stlIge, this
view was presented as a tactic for the particular time. It was,
as we h8Ve said, a perioo when the unions were still weak and
small. It is possible that this low profile, narrow trlD!
union, fectory floor approeeh was, then, the corract tectic. In
any case, as long as this approeeh was seen, strictly, as a
tectic and not as a general principle, then It Is not really
correct to describe it as workerism.
But many of those pushing this tactic of "independence" for
trade unions in the early 1970's, soon began to develop a
more elaborated theory - this was the ideolDJY of economism.
By economism, we mean that brand of workerism that has
argued that the "economy" is the key to everything. This
position argues that in a cepHaUs! economy like South Africa
everything can be explained by capitalist relations of
proouction - that is, by the exploitation of workers by
bosses.
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Now. there is II lot oftruth in this view. Unfortunlltely. this

important truth is oovanced by economism as if it were the
whole truth, and the only truth. N; a result. it argues that
the only real important struggle is on the f~ floor. It is
in the fldory that the workers and bosses confront elK:h other
most purely. This struggle is the k~ to everything else.
Workerists who oovance this brllnd of economism tend to
dismiss the political struggle es not so important. Th~ see
apartheid oppression as simply a mask behind which
capitalist exploitation is hilklen. For these workerists.
struggles around who shall gover n, and agai nst apartheid
oppression generll11'l are not really important. Th~ say such
struggles have the danger of misleading workers away from
the "real" struggle. the "pure" class struggle in the factory.
Insofar as these more politiCllI struggles are taken up, t~
are useful only if t~ uncover to the workers the truth about
capitalist exploitation. It is In production. t~ say, that the
real power is 10Clited. If workers can change the system of
production. if th~ can take over the factories and get rid of
the bosses, then the apartheid government will crumble.
This economlstic workerism is not all wrong. It is true thllt
the power of the ruling class, of the bosses, rests very much
on the exploitation of the workers at the point of production,
in the factories. It is also true that meaningful change in our
country will not come simply by removing apartheid. Full
democracy for South AfriCll 00pends importantly on removing
exploltetion from our economy.
.
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(This, incidently, is why the UDF IlllS committed itself to
fighting all forms of oppression and exploitation).
But economism takes these truths and turns them into the
whole truth. In this WflI, it tends to ignore the great
importance of political questions. The fldory is not the only
place where the ruling class has power. Without an
oppressive political machinery (police, army, courts. jails,
administration) the bosses would not be able to continue for
one single dflI their exploitation of the work.ers in the
factory. In our country apartheid fop.presslon; (things lik.e
gutter education, pass laws, job reservations, the
bantustans) deepen the capitalist exploitation and control
over work.ers, and also over all the oppressed.
While factory based struggles are of great importance, a
complete strategy for change cannot simply rest at this level.
What 00es it help a work.er to win wage increeses, if these are
Wiped out by more sales tax and higher rents intrOOuced by
the white minority regime?
Even from a "pure" work.ing class and economic position, it is
completely wrong to limit work.ers to factory based issues.
The questions of politics. of who holds state power. of who
mak.es the laws, of who controls the police, the courts, the
army, prisons and administration cannot be ignored. Without
addressing these questions the factory-based geins made by
the work.ars will alw¥ be in danger of being wiped oul
With the upsurge of massive political struggles in South
Africa over the last two years, the weak.nesses of economism
have been widely understood by work.ers. and most other
•
progresslVes.
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While economism still lingers on in some pl~, it h65 _
generally been abanooned, or OOspted and reformed. One
reformed brand of economism can be called syndicalism.

2.

This syndicalist brand of workerism ooes not deny the need
for workers to get involved in wider political issues. But it
sees the trOOs' union as the main, or even 65 the only
organisational base for this political involvement
There are some reformist 65 well as more militant versions
of this syndicalism. The reformist version hopes for some
movement or party modelled on the British Labour Party to
emerge. The trade union movement would be the main
participant in such a labour movement For the reformists,
struggle is limited to the struggle to improve conditions,
without ending our enslavement More militant versions of
this syndicalism see the trade unions 65 the spearhead of
attack on the apartheid lJ)Vernment and bourgeois rule. In
this case the chosen stratew is the general strike. In fact. the
general strike tends to be stressed by these militant
syndicalists to the exclusion of all other weapons of struggle.
The general strike is seen in isolation from all other
strategies and tactics.
Both the reformist and militant versions of syndicalism have
one thing in common. They both think that the leading role of
the working class means the leading role of the progressive
trade unions.
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But the leooing role of the working class in our struggle is
not the same thing as the leooing role of the progressive trail
unions. To understand why we say this, and to understand
more clearly the errors of syndicalism, we need to loook at
the strengths and weaknesses of trBde unions

Trail unions have mail, and they will continue to make, a
great contribution to the whole liberation movement. It is
often within trail unions that workers begin to learn of their
collective strength as a class. The trail union struggles
enable workers to understand more clearly that their
Interests and those of the bosses are fundamentally opposed.
In democratic trail unions, hundreds of thousands of South
African workers get organisational training. They take part
in discussions, elections, mandating and representing. The
trail unions are a great school of struggle for workers. It is
in the interest of the UDF and the whole national democratic
struggle in South Africa that the maximum number of
workers is organised into democratic, national, industrial
trail unions.
The trail unions are also more than just a school of struggle.
They are In their own right, powerful weapons, enabling
workers to strike heavy blows against the bosses and against
the whole apartheid system.
But trail unions have limitations. The first aim of a trail
union is to organise the maximum number of workers In a
factory, ~nd eventually within an industry.

•
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Its mojor means of mobiliS8tion lIlld orglllliS8tion is llf'ound
the immediate fldory Ooor issues - like wages and working
conditions. If this is the first aim of a progressive trllOO
union, then it would be incorrect to exclude workers who SfJ'!
they are "not interested in politics", or who have many
different, even confused political views. In South Africa, the
progressive trllOO unions often include many ordinary
workers who are not political, or who are, for Instance,
Inkllthll members. Many of these workers are, nevertheless,
loyal union members.

It is completely correct that the progressive trllOO unions
should throw their net wide. They would be failing in their
task if they exclUded an ordlnery worker because he or she
has confused political views. This is not to SfJ'! that trllOO
unions should make no effort to educate their members
politically. But this is a process, something that can take
time. By throwing their net Wide, lIlld by exposing thousands
of workers to democratic orglllliS8tion and collective, militant
struggle, the trllOO unions can act as II mojor link between the
working class lIlld political organiS8tions and struggle.

What we have just said about trllOO unions shows why unions

have political limitations. This is not the fault of trlKle
Unions. They would, in fect, be failing in their political tasks
if they tried to become political parties open only to the most
politically lJIvanced workers with the same programme and
outlook.
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Because they recruit widely, trade unions are often not able
to move qUickly and effectively in day to day political
struOOles. The political mandates of officials are often more
limited than those of political organisations. where the
. voluntary members have already agreed to a political
programme.
But we must not take this argument too far!
Over the years, the progressive trade unions in South Africa
have played an important political role. Unfortunately the
political contribution of trade unions in the last period could
sometimes have been much greeter. The reasons for this have
not always been the fundamental limitations of trade unions
themselves. Often workerism has held back the fullest
participation of the organised workers in our struooles.
. However. since the launch of C(&,TU at the end of last year •
we have seen a bolder political approach. This represents a
very big gain for the whole struoole.
So far. we have considered two brands of workerism economism and syndicalism. We have suooested that these
forms of workerism have been closely associated with certain
intellectuals linked to the trade union movement. The soil for
the development of this workerist outlook has been a trade
union movement emerging in the absence of a large, open
political organisation. But the errors of workerism are not
confined to some of those who have been closely associated with
the trade unions over the last. period. There. is a third,
watered down version of workerism that we need finally to
consider.
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3.

This brand of watered down workerism is found within our
own UOF ranks, and elsewhere. This brand of workerism
shares many of the errors of the other brands of worker ism ,
but In awatered down, not so strong form.
We are thinking here of those who pay lip service to our
broad strategy of national democratic struggle. That Is, those
who say : "Yes, ihe popular struggle, NOS is important". But
they do not really believe these words in their hearts. For
these watered down workerists the national democratic
struggle is simply a tactic of the moment. For them the broad
front of the uor is an unfortunate and temporary structure.
Our tlllk about nlltionlll democratic struggle is " merely II
concession to the traditions llnd culture of the masses in South
Afrire". These workerfsts In NOS clothing would like to see
the UOF become a socialist, workers' party. They would like
to see the petty bourgeoisie and all those democrats who are
not SOCilllist ·weeded out" from our ranks.
Those who still argue in this way have learnt very little from
the experience of the PllSt two years. In the short space of its
eXistance, the UOF has paved the way for countrywide mass
mobilisation, and organisation. These lessons have confirmed
once more, in the hard school of struggle, the correctness of
our broad strategy of national democratic struggle. The UOF
sees llS its main tllSk the mobilisation and organisation of all
South Afrirens committed to non-racial, majority rule in an
undiVided South Afrlre. On the basis of this fundamental ~l
we have achieved major victories.
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For those within our ranl:.s who are committed to socialism,
these victories have created the space and possibilities of
raising the question of socialism not within the confines of II
narrow, small sect, but at a mass level. But there are also
other patriotic lilmocrats, who are not necessarily socialist,
wbo are mal:.ing a large contribution to the struggle. While
encouraging lilbate and discussion about the nature of change
in a future South Africa, we must also safeguard and <ilepen
our unity.
The golliln rule in a political struggle is always to isolate the
most dangerous enemy, whi Ie at the same time strengthening
to the maximum the progressive camp. In South African
conditions, the broad strategy of national lilmocratic struggle
is the route to the most far-reaching end rapid changes in
our country. It is not an unfortunate or lillaying tactic, it is a
broad strategy that we consililr with the utmost seriousness.
There are many practical ways in which we can llIustrate the
strategic weal:.ness of the watered rown version of
worl:.erism. Let us tal:.e just one example. The watered rown
worl:.erist have a very lilfeatest, passive attitulil towards the
oppressed, blacl:. petty bourgeoisie, and middle strata in our
country. In the last few years these worl:.erists have argued
that the government's tricameral parliament and its Blacl:.
. Local Authorities system is designed to create a large
collaborating "blacl:. middle class". This is true. But from this
correct unlilrstanding, these worl:.erists have conclulild that
we must concentrate all our efforts on blacl:. worl:.ers.
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In other words, bec8use it is the ~ernment and bosses'
intention to create a large, collaborating "blll:k. mi~le
class". we are asKed to believe that such agroup must alreeltt
exist These work.erists want to hand this victory over to the
~ernment and bosses without a fight!
•
•

Fortunately, the majority view within the UDF has not been
SWllYed by this view. Guided by the broed strlltegy of natiOflllI
cEmocratic struggle - in our million signature campaign, in
our 8l1ti- election struggles, for inst8nce - we have
mobilised, informed end organised all classes and groups
among the oppressed We have to refuse to confine ourselves t to
fectories and work.ing class ereas in the townships. Beceuse of
this, the ~ernment failed miserably in its attempts to gain
significant support for its reforms among the bliU mi~le
strata. It is true that there are some sell-outs and
collaborators, but they are a small minority, and they are
generally very isolated within our communities. We can 5t!'/.
confidently, that on this front, the ~ernment and bosses are
further aw8Y from realising their dreams of a large
collllborating group then they were in 1983.

We have looKed at three brands of work.erism that have
cEveloped over the last 15 years. We have also look.ed at some
of the errors and weeic.nesses within these three brands of
work.erism. In conclusion we need to consider the question of
the leooing role of the work.ing class.
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This is a point that all workeri$ stress a great. deal. It is
also on this point that they are most confused.
The workerists are not alone in Clllling for the llilJling role of
the worl:ing class in our struoole. The entire UDF (in its
national resolutions), COSATU, the ANC and many other
organisations have recognised the need for working class
leadership. For the UDF the problem with the worl:erists is
not their correct Cllll for worker leadership, but rather what
they understand by this.
The economistic brand of workerism fails to realise that
working class leadership must be exerted in all fields of
struoole. The position, outlool: and discipl1ne of the workers
must provide direction not just within the confines of the
factory - but also in the politiClll struooles, in struggles
against gutter education. and community oppression.
•

Lil:ewise, the syndiClllist brand of workerism tends to hold
back workers from the fullest involvement in popular
organisations and alliances. It is strange that the same
worl:erists intellectuals who, in theory, praise the automatic
wisdom of the working class, often have a very patronising
view of workers in practice. In practice, these workerists
thinl: of the working class as weak and ignorant, constantly
threatened by" populism" and" petty bourgeois nationalism".
This is often the underlying reason for their syndlClllism.
They want to lock workers safely up within "pure working
class" trade unions, holding them in Quarantine until they are
"sufficientlyeduCllted" to be able to stand up to the threats of
. "populism".
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Insofllr as workerists hlIve SUCQllllBj in this aim of isolating
workers within tro unions. they hlIve achieved two negative
results:
e) they hlIve deprived workers of political experience, of the
ch8nce to learn in and through political prs:tice. It is not
in standing off In Isolation that workers will learn the
strengths and weaknesses, the possibilities and
limitations of other potential allies;
b) they hlIve deprived the nati0ll81 democratic struggle of
strtn,) worker lllllErship.
Fortunately, the attempt to fence organised workers inside a
syndicalist COOlpound has generelly not SIJCClllnld. The two
negetive results hlIve not been as far reaching as they miljlt
hlIve been.
Finally, the most fundamental error of workerism in ell
three of Its varieties, Is Its failure to Understand that In
South AfriC8fl wnditions the working class C8f1, and needs to
exert its IlllIErshlp over the brtlid!st popular unity.
Nowhere In the capitalist world, In a country with so many
features of edvanced capitalism, are the mlldium term
prospects of the working class so !JXX1 In South Africa, the
ruling bloc is 8ble to secure support only from a smell
minority of our people. The speciel combination of rs:ial
oppression and capitalist exploitation has created a vast
people's CllIIlp strUlJ.lling to remove ell forms of oppression
and exploilation from our land.
To ensure that our strUIJ.Ile is edvanced to the maximum. the
work iog class needs increesi ngly to provide le«lership not
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just to its own members - but to 1111 OOmocrlltic lIIld
oppressed South AfriClllls - to the black miMie str8tB, to the
rurlll mllSSeS, to the unemployed, lind to the youth. The errors
of workerism (whether it is economism or syndicelism, or II
wlltered OOwn lip service to the nlltional democratic strulJ.jle)
holds us all beci(. But above all, it holds beck the working
class itself, from the fullest r811lisetion of its importllnt
tasks.

1. What lire the similllrities lind differences between
workerlsm as economism lind workerism as syndicelism?
2. Whllt 00 You understlllld by the lellding role of the working
class in our stulJ.jle? Wtry 00 we call for this
leldlrship?

